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There are number of mobile law challenges in India.

The first biggest challenge – misuse of mobiles for

criminal purposes.

There are variety of mobile crimes that have already

emerged in India. Not all kinds of mobile crimes have yet

been covered by Indian law.

Large number of mobile crimes have emerged which the

law has not begun to address.



The issue of cloning or re-chapping of mobiles not well

fully addressed.

Similarly, misuse of mobiles against cyber security of

India are issues that have not been adequately addressed

under the Indian Cyberlaw.

cyber security have been defined under the Information

Technology Act, 2000 by virtue of the Information

Technology (Amendment) Act, 2008. However, the

interplay between mobile phones and cyber security has

not been adequately dwelled upon.



One of the mobile law challenges relates to Indian

children in the context of use of mobiles.

Mobile bullying basically is a manifestation of the

phenomenon of bullying in the mobile environment. The

main effect of mobile bullying is to cause annoyance,

inconvenience, danger, obstruction, insult, injury criminal

intimidation, enmity, hatred or ill-will against the target,

persistently by making use of mobiles, communication

devices and mobile platforms.



Mobile bullying would include sending rude text

message or threatening call to a minor. It could

also take the form of sending or transmitting

unacceptable and threatening photographs, videos,

SMSs and MMSs to the target minor.



Section 66E deals with violation of privacy, but it

has dealt with privacy in a very limited ambit.



India has yet to address these issues to the menace

of misuse of confidential information using

mobility devices.



Today, smart phones with cameras are one of the

biggest challenges facing the security of corporate

world.

This is so because, camera phones pose variety of

risks to companies or organizations.



1. Intellectual property, trade secrets, and other

confidential and proprietary business information

can be easily caught on a phone camera.

2. Customer information, such as credit card

information and personal information, like social

security numbers,



The law is silent on how to protect the misuse of

confidential data on mobiles has to be tackled, that

is why proactively companies have to protect the

same.



For companies, in India, who want to protect their

confidential trade secrets as also confidential data

and information from being misappropriated by

misuse of mobile phones, it is important also to

take various steps so as to protect the legal interests

of the company.



There is a need for coming up with comprehensive

employment agreements which also detail suitable

confidentiality, non-disclosure and no-compete clauses with

employees. The said employment agreement specifically

should state that employees would not be allowed to use

mobile phones, cell phones, personal digital assistants or

any other kinds of communication devices, while they are

working at their workplace in the premises of the company.

…contd.  



Further, there should be complete restriction on the employees to

carry such communication devices while in corporate premises. In

case companies desire that it is absolutely essential for employees to

carry their communication devices along with them, the suitable

relevant restrictions on employees from misusing or unauthorisedly

accessing the confidential data, information and trade secrets of the

company and further restrictions on unauthorisedly accessing,

sending, transmitting, misusing or handling in any manner

whatsoever, the said confidential data, information and trade secrets

of the company.



Lot of companies are beginning to allow Bring

Your Own Device (BYOD) which has further huge

ramifications. The entire legal issues pertaining to

BYOD have not been appropriately addressed

under the law.



The entire issue pertaining to privacy and mobiles

has not been adequately dealt with. Huge powers

have already been given to the Government for

interception, decryption, monitoring and blocking

of content on computer networks and

communication devices.



Further the entire issue pertaining to misuse of

social media using mobile devices has not been

adequately addressed.



Users of mobiles have to be clear that the

moment they use mobiles for the purposes of

access and put on social media, their accounts are

fraught with legal risks.



The entire issue pertaining to use of mobiles and

the effect of radiations on health of persons has

not been touched by law.



Further the entire issue pertaining to the effect of

mobiles on environment have not been adequately

addressed. The disappearance of sparrows due to

high radiations is one issue that have not been

addressed by law.



Further parameters pertaining to radiations level

of mobile towers and their subsequent impact on

human health are areas where lot of works needs to

be done.



Another mobile law challenge in India pertaining to the

use of mobile apps. Today mobile applications take lot of

your personal data and use it without your permission.

You have further no idea where your data is going to be

reside. The entire issue pertaining to mobile apps and the

connected legal exposures and users need to be

appropriately well addressed. Further with increased use

of mobile and cloud computing, there are further large

number of legal challenges.



After China, India has the biggest number of

users across the world. There are large number of

legal regulatory and policy challenges that have yet

to be addressed by law. The provisions of the

Information Technology Act, 2000 as amended

have only taken the first step ahead.



There is a need for constantly upgrading and modifying

the law to keep the same in sync with the requirements of

times and with the way, mobile crimes, and criminal, illegal,

malicious activities using mobile networks, are continuing

to be proliferated.



India requires a distinct new legislation dealing

with the nuances pertaining to use of mobile

phones, smart phones, personal digital assistants,

communication devices and all other kinds of

communication devices which are used to

communicate audio, video, image or text.



There is a need for sensitize the law makers and

the Government about the need to act in this

regard.



There is a huge project growth of mobiles in

India. Indian mobile economy is looking for

enabling the legal frameworks that helps to

promote the mobile economy, mobile payments

while coming down with a strong hand of misuse

of mobile devices.



There is lot that the world has to learn from India

as far as emergence and growth of mobile law is

concerned.

India will continue to be the thought leader for

development and evolution of jurisprudence

concerning mobile law which is likely to be

specifically adopted by other nations in the world.



 Only in compliance lies the nirvana ahead.
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